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The A?AB Active Aflversary Report for 7usiness ”eaflers presents what the Sophos X-Ops

)nciflent Response `)Ra team has learnefl about the current aflversary lanflscape from tackling

security crises arounfl the worlfl. Our report is basefl on flata from over @D? cases selectefl from

the A?AA workloafl of the )R team. We provifle more fletail on the flemographics representefl in

this analysis at the enfl of the report.
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)n aflflition to the A?AA flata, this year’s report incorporates flata from the previous two years of

our Active Aflversary reports `A?A@ flata, A?A? flataa. As our )R program continues to expanfl, we

have founfl various interesting year-to-year trenfls in that flata ^ some expectefl, some less so.

As our flataset continues to expanfl, so floes our ability to flerive information useful for various

constituencies ^ heafls of business, infosecurity leaflers, anfl hanfls-on security practitioners.

Over the course of A?AB, we’ll release reports basefl on our flata `anfl incorporating A?AB

ゴnflings as appropriatea for each of those constituencies. This, our ゴrst report for the year,

focuses on information useful for heafls of business seeking an all-up unflerstanfling of what

their enterprises are facing.

Key takeaways

Where the data comes from

For this report, G@% of the flataset was flerivefl from organizations with fewer than @???

employees. As in previous years, D?% of organizations requiring our assistance have AD?

employees or fewer.

—owever, larger enterprises are still very much part of our equationz While most enterprise

organizations alreafly have the requirefl resources to unflertake some inciflent response in-

house, one-ゴfth of the organizations with which )R workefl in A?AB were companies with over

@??? employees. `Sometimes even the best-staffefl in-house )R teams can use an assist from

experts with specializefl skillsets anfl knowleflge.a

Anfl what flo these organizations flo? For a thirfl consecutive year, the manufacturing sector

`A?%a was the most likely to request Sophos )R services, followefl by healthcare `@A%a,

eflucation `H%a, anfl retail `G%a. )n total, AA flifferent sectors are representefl in this flataset.

Ransomware is still a pervasive threat

Detection-anfl-response tech anfl services are making measurable inroafls against

attackers

Patch, patch, patch

Enterprises put themselves at risk of repeatefl attack when they flon’t have, or flon’t retain,

log flata

Attacker flwell time is shrinking ^ for better or worse

Once an attacker is insifle your network, the oflfls are flangerously high that your flata will be

exゴltratefl
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Overall, the numbers shoulfln’t be taken as a comprehensive statement on this aspect of the

overall threat lanflscape ^ no influstry is safe from attack, unfortunately ^ but that saifl, we have

witnessefl numerous sustainefl attacks against both healthcare anfl eflucation institutions over

the last few years, anfl it is not surprising to ゴnfl these sectors near the top of our list yet again.

Attack Types: Ransomware runs the game

Organizations across all flemographics experiencefl a sustainefl onslaught of ransomware

attacks this past year. While there have been claims in the news about ransomware attacks

having plateauefl or even fleclinefl in A?AA, over two-thirfls `EG%a of inciflents recorflefl in this

year’s Active Aflversary flata were ransomware attacks, followefl by non-ransomware network

breaches `@G%a as the seconfl most common ゴnfling.

Figure @z Two-thirfls of the attacks coverefl in this year’s Active Aflversary flataset were

ransomware attacks

Though ransomware may have stoppefl its exponential growth as attackers fliversify their goals,

it was still vastly more common than all other forms of attacks in A?AA. Taking the longer view,

we see ransomware unsurprisingly in the top spot for all three years of our Active Aflversary

reports, with nearly three-quarters `FB%a of )R investigations involving ransomware attacks in

that timespan.

https://news.sophos.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/figure-01-2.png


Figure Az Ransomware has consistently flominatefl )R cases for all three years of the Active

Aflversary Report

We’ll flig into the fletails of fletectefl ransomware families later in this report. For now, it’s most

important to note that the names change, but the problem floes not. Ransomware attacks will

always be highly representefl in )R flatasets since those attacks are the most visible anfl most

flestructive, anfl often require the most expert help.

When we set asifle ransomware in the results, network breaches flominate the rest of the ゴelfl

with DG% of the cases. )n other worfls, more than half of all non-ransomware attacks consistefl

of an intrusion, but no clear motive was iflentiゴefl{ flata exゴltration coulfl be neither conゴrmefl

nor excluflefl as the motive in these cases. This begs the questionz —ow many of these were

simply thwartefl ransomware attacks? )n fact, we were able to iflentify several attacks that were

perpetratefl by 8uba anfl Vice Society, both infamous ransomware purveyors, but crucially

those attacks never reachefl the ransomware stage. The lesson here for business leaflership is

that prompt action can break even a triefl-anfl-true attack chain such as that usefl by

ransomware{ in the case of a number of these inciflents, that’s likely what happenefl.

https://news.sophos.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/figure-two.png


Figure Bz 7eyonfl ransomware, network breaches have been the leafling cause of calls to )R over

the past two years. `We have excluflefl A?A? from this chart{ in that year, just @G.DA% of all

cases hanfllefl involvefl something other than ransomware.a

We note a growing number of flata exゴltration `@B%a anfl flata extortion `G%a attacks in the

flataset. These types of attacks are fleゴnefl by theft of flata `exゴltrationa in which payment may

also be flemanflefl `extortiona ^ also hallmarks of certain varieties of ransomware, but the other

hallmarks of a ransomware attack `e.g., encryption of flata in situa were not present in these

cases.

7eyonfl breaches anfl exゴltration, the variety of flifferent attack types in this year’s flata rose

slightly. )t may be that this fliversity is flue to attackers not achieving their enfl objectives. More

companies are aflopting technologies like EDR `Enflpoint Detection anfl Responsea, NDR

`Network Detection anfl Responsea anfl XDR `Xtenflefl Detection & Responsea or services like

MDR `Managefl Detection anfl Responsea, all of which allow them to spot trouble sooner. This in

turn means they can stop an attack in progress anfl evict the intruflers before the primary goal

is achievefl ^ or before another, more malignant intrufler ゴnfls a protection gap ゴrst locatefl by a

lesser aflversary. While a coinminer or a web shell on your network is still not acceptable, it is

much better to fletect anfl remefliate threats such as these before they turn into full-blown

ransomware attacks, or exゴltration, or extortion, or a reportable breach.

https://news.sophos.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/figure-03.png


Root Causes: They’re either breaking in or logging in

)n our investigations, not only flo we iflentify the initial access methofl `that is, how attackers

got into the networka but we attempt to attribute their success to a root cause. For the seconfl

year running, exploitefl vulnerabilities `BF%a contributefl the most to the root causes of attacks.

This is lower than last year’s total `CF%a but consistent with our three-year tally `BD%a.

Figure Cz A A?AA uptick in compromisefl creflentials may be relatefl to the increase in )nitial

Access 7roker `)A7a activity, but even that spike is flwarfefl by the ongoing problem of

vulnerabilities remaining unpatchefl anfl available to attackers. `Due to a change in how

inciflents were recorflefl after A?A?, root-cause flata from that era floes not easily translate into

this structure anfl is not representefl in these numbers.a

Many of these attacks coulfl have been preventefl if only the available patches hafl been

implementefl. To put numbers on it, in DD% of all investigations in which exploit vulnerability was

the root cause, the exploitation of either the ProxyShell or the ”ogCShell vulnerability was to

blame. Patches for these vulnerabilities were mafle available in April/May A?A@ anfl December

A?A@ respectively. There was precisely one inciflent of a true zero-flay attack in our flataset,

where we saw the ”ogCShell vulnerability usefl in July A?AA, ゴve months before the patch was

releasefl. mZero-flayn fliscoveries have always mafle a big splash in the public consciousness,
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anfl certainly your boarfl of flirectors will wish to hear that the enterprise is aware of anfl

aflflressing those high-proゴle threats, but it’s the thankless monthly anfl quarterly grinfl of

patching that truly makes the flifference in your enterprise’s risk proゴle.

The seconfl most prevalent root cause was compromisefl creflentials `B?%a. The provenance of

these creflentials is not usually known, but this root cause can often inflicate the presence of

initial access brokers `)A7a in the network. Where external remote services are involvefl, the ゴrst

sign of an attack is often a successful logon with a valifl account. )f your services are not

protectefl with multi-factor authentication `MFAa, they shoulfl be. )f MFA is unavailable for the

service, it shoulfl be protectefl by something capable. Knowing where to flraw the line between

)A7 activity anfl that of other criminals can be more art than science, but we have triefl to isolate

anfl iflentify trenfls associatefl with )A7s in the Dwell Time section that follows below.

)f there is one root cause we woulfl love to see flisappear from the next report, it is mUnknown,n

which is our notation for inciflents in which the loss of forensic eviflence on the network was so

signiゴcant as to make it impossible to assign a root cause with a sufゴciently high flegree of

conゴflence. 8oming in thirfl this year, mUnknownn accounts for @F% of all root causes, but is still

the seconfl most common all-time root cause at AH%. The problem with mUnknownn is that it

prevents full remefliation. )f the organization floes not know how the attackers get in, how will it

ゴx the problem to prevent future attacks?

To be clear, loss of forensic eviflence happens in many ways, some of them not flue to the

actions of attackers. Sometimes attackers wipe the flata to erase their tracks, certainly, but

other times the flefenflers will re-image systems prior to starting an investigation. Some

systems are conゴgurefl to overwrite their logs too quickly anfl/or frequently. Worst of all, some

organizations flo not collect the eviflence in the ゴrst place. Whether the eviflence was wipefl by

the attackers or the flefenflers, this loss of forensic flata removes precious insight that might

have been gainefl by its presence. Much like flata backups, log backups are invaluable when

facefl with an inciflent response investigation.

As we parsefl the A?AA cases for insight into root causes, a trio of relatefl attacks caught our

attention in the flata. All three of the targets were healthcare organizations attackefl by the —ive

ransomware group, which was shut flown by law enforcement in January A?AB. The ゴrst attack

leveragefl compromisefl creflentials to authenticate to the victim organization’s VPN `Virtual

Private Networka, which hafl no MFA enablefl. From this ゴrst footholfl, the attackers usefl trustefl

relationships to access two aflflitional targets using the creflentials from the ゴrst one. This

unfortunate chain of events illustrates how a compromise of one organization can leafl to

multiple attacks, all using the same or similar methofls.



)n a coinciflentally inverse case, at one point we spottefl three flifferent threat actors attacking

one target. All three attackers usefl the same initial access methofl _ an exposefl RDP `Remote

Desktop Protocola server _ anfl leveragefl compromisefl creflentials. The ゴrst two attacks were

separatefl by only a few hours, while the thirfl occurrefl two weeks later. This example shows

how opportunistic attackers can leverage the same root cause anfl initial access methofl to

repeateflly victimize an organization. `As for RDP, a mstar performern in both of our past two

Active Aflversary reports, it’s unfortunately just as prevalent in the tools mix as ever. We’ll touch

on RDP later in this report.a

Dwell Time: The good news, the bad news

Meflian flwell time flecreasefl this year, which coulfl signal both goofl anfl bafl news flepenfling

on how you choose to interpret the flata. The goofl news is that it might signal improvement in

the fletection of active attacks ^ a real improvement for flefenflers anfl their capabilities. The

meflian flwell time for all attacks in A?AA was @? flays, flown from @D flays in our last report. We

saw the most improvement in non-ransomware flwell times, flown more than AB flays from BC

flays to @@ flays. `There were, however, some outliers, with one victim hosting attackers in their

network for more than A.D years.a Ransomware flwell times were also flown in A?AA, from @@

flays to H flays.

The bafl news is that the attackers might be speefling up their efforts in response to

improvements in fletection capabilities. We’ll be watching flwell-time statistics in particular

throughout A?AB to see if we’re observing a sea change in the ongoing back-anfl-forth between

flefenflers anfl attackers.

https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2022/08/10/lockbit-hive-and-blackcat-attack-automotive-supplier-in-triple-ransomware-attack/


Figure Dz Even taking into account a single outlier that floublefl the maximum flwell-time

number not just for A?AA but for the entire history of the Active Aflversary Report, the numbers

for A?AA showefl that meflian flwell times are flropping signiゴcantly ^ flown to @? flays for the

ゴrst time, anfl a flay less for ransomware cases

)t’s possible that law-enforcement takeflowns of )A7s, anfl even of marketplaces for )A7s such

as Genesis, will flrop flwell times even further{ for now, though, it’s simply too soon to be sure. )n

our previous Active Aflversary report anfl Sophos Threat Reports we fliscussefl the role that )A7s

play in the threat lanflscape. This year we attemptefl to tease out this factor by looking at the

earliest signs of attack{ in every investigation there is an attempt to iflentify when the attack

startefl. Sometimes this is quite straightforwarfl, since the ゴrst sign of attack is the start of the

attack. —owever, there are many cases where aflflitional suspicious or malicious activity pre-

flates the acceptefl start flate. This is the gray zone in which )A7s operate. We know this

information is more subjective, but we offer it as aflflitional insight into attacker behavior.

This year saw no signiゴcant flifference in flwell time among organization of flifferent sizes or

sectors. —owever, we flifl look at when these attacks were happening to unflerstanfl if attackers

showefl a preference for a particular flay of the week to either start the attack or launch their

payloafl. The flata showefl no signiゴcant result for either, as their stanflarfl fleviations were quite

low. This reinforces the iflea that most organizations are victims of opportunistic attacks, which

can start or enfl any flay of the week. With this kinfl of spreafl, having a team of trainefl analysts

constantly monitoring the environment is of paramount importance.

https://news.sophos.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/figure-05.png
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Figure Ez Attackers work a seven-flay week, though it’s arguable that everyone likes to take

things a little easier on Friflays

There were some eye-watering revelations in what we call pre-attack flwell time. The ゴrst was

the maximum flwell time. )n one case, we saw eviflence of attacker activity anfl previously

unfletectefl malware going back nearly nine years. The immense caveat to this is that we are

unable to prove there was not any timestomping involvefl or other exacerbating factors

contributing to this long flwell time. As such, we fleciflefl to focus on pre-attack flwell times

where the maximum was less than two years. )n this flataset we founfl FD cases where the

meflian flwell time was H@ flays ^ better than C???-oflfl flays, of course, but not the hopefl-for

level of enterprise self-awareness concerning their own networks.

Attribution: The more things change…

Every year we publish a leaflerboarfl of the most active ransomware groups in our flataset. This

year, of the @?C ransomware cases investigatefl, ”ock7it took the top spot with @D.AC% of the

cases hanfllefl, followefl closely by 7lack8at `@B%a, —ive `@A%a, anfl Phobos `@@%a. When looking

at unique active groups, we founfl BC active ransomware gangs in A?AA, versus A?A@’s BG.

8omparing the last two years’ active groups, @B remainefl active across A?A@ anfl A?AA,

whereas the two years flifferefl by AD anfl A@ unique groups, respectively ^ reinforcing the

observation above that the players change, but the game remains the same.

https://news.sophos.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/figure-06.png
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Figure Fz A?AA’s Top Ten leaflerboarfl is a Top Eleven, with three flifferent families in two

separate three-way ties for position

One pattern that has emergefl over time is that no group listing is permanent anfl any group

from the past can rise to the top in any given year _ all it takes is opportunity `whether that

comes from intra-group conザicts or external flisruption efforts by law enforcement or other

meansa anfl some room at the top. Given that these groups are nearly all ransomware-as-a-

service `RaaSa operations, it’s no surprise that afゴliates will aggregate arounfl certain well-

known groups. Success anfl notoriety beget more of the same.

Some groups quietly persist year after year{ for example, groups such as 8l?p, 8uba, anfl

”ock7it have been present in the ransomware lanflscape for many years anfl continue to attack

organizations well into A?AB. Anfl, while ”ock7it has been steaflily climbing our leaflerboarfl, it

only founfl its way to the top by sheer volume anfl the flisappearance of last year’s leafler, 8onti.

8onti, which shut flown in early A?AA in the wake of the Russian grounfl invasion of Ukraine, still

accountefl for D% of ransomware cases in A?AA. We saw a similar situation in last year’s report,

where REvil operatefl at full power for only the ゴrst six months of A?A@ before being taken

ofザine but nevertheless attainefl the number two spot.

https://news.sophos.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/figure-07.png


Figure Gz )n A?A@, 8onti literally overshaflowefl the also-ran ransomware families. A year later,

8onti was flefunct, leaving other ransomware families to expanfl their share of the A?AA chart,

anfl total inciflent numbers virtually unchangefl. `The variefl number of mtop tenn families year-

to-year represents a number of ties for infection prevalence, especially in A?A?.a

Of the F? flifferent ransomware groups we have investigatefl in the ゴrst three years of this

report, 8onti is number one overall, followefl by ”ock7it anfl REvil. Such was 8onti’s ubiquity in

A?A@ that they maintainefl their top spot flespite their flemise in A?AA.

Despite the appeal of having a name to put with the mayhem, business leaflers are cautionefl to

not overthink the rise or fall of any single ransomware group. We know that asifle from Royal,

which operates as a closefl group, afゴliates are frequently part of multiple ransomware-as-a-

service `RaaSa programs ^ anfl, as will be clear when we look anfl tools anfl techniques, they all

tenfl to look the same in the enfl.

Artifacts: Offensive weaponry, LOLbins, and random objects

We flivifle the artifacts `tools anfl techniquesa we track into three categories. The ゴrst are tools

that can be either legitimate offensive-security kit or bespoke hacking tools. The seconfl are

living-off-the-lanfl binaries `”O”7insa founfl on most Winflows operating systems. The thirfl

category is a catch-all of techniques, malware, cloufl storage proviflers, anfl other flifゴcult-to-

categorize artifacts that we iflentiゴefl in our investigations.

This year we saw DAC unique tools anfl techniques usefl by attackers _ A?C offensive/hacking

tools{ @@G ”O”7ins{ anfl A?A other unique artifacts, which inclufles various tactics recognizefl in

M)TRE’s ATT&8K taxonomy. With such a wifle fliversity of options in play, focusing fletection

efforts on any single tool or technique is a futile effort. )nsteafl, organizations shoulfl limit the

tools that are allowefl to be present on systems, limit the scope of what these tools can flo, anfl

auflit all use of approvefl tools.

https://news.sophos.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/figure-08.png


As has become the norm for offensive/hacking tools, 8obalt Strike `CA.FE%a lefl the way in

A?AA, followefl by AnyDesk `B?.AE%a, mimikatz `AG.AH%a, Aflvancefl )P Scanner `A@.F@%a, anfl

Netscan `@H.FC%a. `A notable non-factorz the 7rute Ratel toolkit about which so fuss much was

mafle last summer. Our investigators saw eviflence of it just twice.a 8ertain tool categories are

prominent as well{ notably, tools that allow remote control of computers make up F of the top @D

tools. Some of the items in this category, such as 8obalt Strike, shoulfl always be blockefl, while

others, such as TeamViewer `@C.CF%a, shoulfl be strictly controllefl anfl `potentiallya their use

auflitefl.

Figure Hz )n A?AA, we saw ゴve tools usefl most frequently in attacks{ these ゴve occurrefl in at

least B? cases apiece. —owever, this is literally the tip of an iceberg for enterprises{ an aflflitional

A?? tools were spottefl at least once in the course of our investigations fluring the year.

)n similar fashion, PowerShell `FC.BC%a leafls the way in ”O”7ins in A?AA ^ sort of. `We

traflitionally exclufle Remote Desktop Protocol `RDPa from these results flue to its utter ubiquity

in attacks{ our next Active Aflversary report, out in August, will flelve into how infosec

professionals can usefully aflflress RDP-relatefl risks.a PowerShell is trailefl by cmfl.exe

`D?.??%a, PsExec `CC.?G%a, Task Schefluler `AG.AH%a, anfl net.exe `AF.EB%a to rounfl out the top

ゴve. These were followefl by runflllBA.exe `AD.EE%a anfl WM) `@H.FC%a with smaller but still

noteworthy presence.

https://news.sophos.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/figure-09.png


Figure @?z Seven Winflows binaries `not inclufling RDPa were signiゴcantly abusefl in A?AA’s

caseloafl, meaning that we saw them in at least B? cases. )t shoulfl be notefl, however, that an

aflflitional @@@ ”O”7ins were seen in use at least once over the course of the year,

flemonstrating that attackers will use whatever’s hanfly in the course of an attack.

The knee-jerk reaction to block or flecommission these ”O”7ins is not useful risk management.

Tools such as net.exe anfl runflllBA.exe are versatile `anfl sometimes essentiala anfl can be usefl

for many flifferent purposes{ while they cannot practically speaking be blockefl, it’s goofl

practice for your tech leaflership to flevelop triggers for your XDR tools to catch activity involving

these legitimate-but-often-abusefl binaries. Other, less-common binaries such as whoami.exe

`@E%a shoulfl always raise an alert, even in benign cases.

Finally, the catchall mothern category was toppefl by the Valifl Accounts technique `F@.?D%a,

categorizefl by M)TRE as T@?FG. )n seconfl place was System Servicesz Service Execution `aka

installing a service, T@DEH.??A, EB.GA%a{ 8ommanfl anfl Scripting )nterpreter `aka executing a

malicious script, T@?DH, DB.AH%a, File anfl Directory Discovery `aka browsing the network,

T@?GB, CB.CA%a, anfl )mpair Defenses `aka flisabling protections, T@DEA, BE.@G%a rounfl out the

top ゴve. Techniques such as )nflicator Removal `aka clearing logs, T@?F?, BC.GF%a, Moflify

Registry `T@@@A, AG.AH%a, anfl 8reate Account `T@@BE, AF.EB%a often go together with flisabling

protections to evafle flefenses. Web shells `@H.FC%a were usefl as a persistence mechanism,

while exposefl RDP `@H.FC%a permittefl easy access to victim networks.
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Figure @@z Eleven mothern artifacts occurrefl in B? or more cases in A?AA. Again, however, there is

a very long tail of less-common mothern artifacts, with @H@ unique items recorflefl in cases over

the course of the year.

We give an overview of the top artifacts spottefl at each stage of the M)TRE ATT&8K sequence in

Figure @A.

Stage of Attack Presence of Artifact in Investigations

Initial Access External remote

service

CC.FC% Exploit public-facing

application

BB.DD% Valifl accounts BA.GH%

Execution PowerShell EH.FC% cmfl.exe CG.?B% PsExec AD.EE%

Persistence Valifl accounts EC.CF% )nstall service DF.AC% 8obalt Strike B?.AE%

Privilege

Escalation

Valifl accounts EG.CA% Moflify local groups @?.DB% 8reate

accounts

D.HA%

Defense

Evasion

Valifl accounts F@.?D% Disable protection BC.GF% ”ogs clearefl BB.DD%

Credential

Access

mimikatz AC.BC% ”SASS flump AB.?B% 7rute force

attack

F.AC%

Discovery 7rowse network C@.CD% net.exe A@.?D% Netscan @G.CA%
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Lateral

Movement

RDP GA.AC% SM7 @@.@G% PsExec F.AC%

Collection 7rowse Network A@.F@% Rclone @@.@G% WinRAR G.DD%

Command and

Control

8obalt Strike BF.D?% PowerShell @H.FC% AnyDesk F.AC%

Exfiltration Mega `all T”Dsa @A.D?% Rclone @@.GC% Megasync E.DG%

Impact Data encryptefl

for impact

EF.FE% mNo impactn * BA.GH% Resource

hijacking /

inhibit system

recovery `tiea

H.@B%

Figure @Az The top three investigation artifacts notefl in each of @A of the @C ゴelfls of the M)TRE

ATT&8K Matrix. The ゴrst two ゴelfls of that matrix, Reconnaissance anfl Resource Development,

are out of scope for inciflent-response investigations of this sort anfl are thus not representefl in

our flata. Since cases may exhibit more than one of certain types of artifact `eg., Executiona,

percentages may aflfl up to over @?? percent

* mNo impactn inflicates that the impact of the inciflent, ranging from network breach to flata

extortion to Web shells to stolen flata anfl beyonfl, flifln’t ゴt into M)TRE’s @B subcategories of

recognizefl impact. M)TRE also floesn’t cover such non-)T concerns as time spent to remefliate,

reputation flamage, lost profluctivity, legal anfl compliance costs, etc.

Exfiltration, leakage, and theft: Goodbye, data

While it may be that exゴltration anfl extortion attacks are only slightly on the rise, the amount of

flata theft anfl leakage from all sources, inclufling ransomware attacks, is still staggering. There

were ED conゴrmefl flata exゴltration events in our flataset in A?AA. At nearly half `CA.FE%a of

investigatefl cases, this statistic  suggests your flata stanfls a nearly even chance of being

stolen fluring an attack, as shown in Figure @B.

Exゴltration occurrence, A?AA cases

No conclusive eviflence CF.BF%

Yes CA.FE%

Possible D.AE%



Staging fletectefl B.AH%

No exゴltration @.BA%

Figure @Bz Data exゴltration occurrences in the A?AA flataset. Note that exゴltration coulfl be

conclusively flisproven in less than A% of all cases

)n ransomware-only attacks, over half `DD%a involvefl conゴrmefl exゴltration, while another @A%

of cases showefl signs of possible exゴltration or flata staging. Of those cases in which flata was

exゴltratefl, half `CH%a provably resultefl in conゴrmefl leaks, meaning that we were able to locate

eviflence of the exゴltratefl flata on one of the leak sites.

Sometimes when flata is stolen anfl helfl for ransom, we can also iflentify the time between the

exゴltration event anfl the ransom notiゴcation. This is an important winflow, because it provifles

another clear signal that you are unfler attack _ but you neefl to be watching. The meflian time

between the beginning of exゴltration anfl the ransom event was A.@C flays. This is slightly longer

than last year’s measure of @.GC flays.

8onversely, we notefl that just over CF% of all attacks showefl no conclusive eviflence of flata

exゴltration. That is, however, not the goofl news it woulfl appear to be at ゴrst glance. What is

most worrying is that in many cases, it is not that the logs simply showefl no eviflence, but

rather that they were incomplete or missing. Therefore, it is safe to conclufle that much more

flata may have been stolen, since many of the ransomware groups involvefl in these attacks are

known to exゴltrate flata. This makes a compelling case for comprehensive anfl continuous

network trafゴc logging anfl analysis.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to know in these cases if more flata was leakefl, even if no

ransom flemanfl is receivefl. There remains the unfortunate possibility that the stolen flata was

solfl privately to another criminal. )n aflflition, multiple ransomware groups provifle the option for

biflflers ^ not just the victim _ to pay for access to stolen flata. The bottom line is that half the

time we flo not know if your flata was stolen or if that stolen flata has been leakefl, anfl crucially

neither flo you.

Conclusion

Whatever the size of the organization, country, or influstry, no one is perfectly safe from attack ^

even if years of exposure have numbefl many enterprises to the basics of patching, keeping

useful log flata, anfl planning for ransomware. )nflustry aflvances in fletection anfl response



technology anfl services holfl promise as a way to both repel attackers anfl to thwart their

purposes if they manage to evafle initial layers of flefense. As a result, attacker flwell time has

fleclinefl signiゴcantly in the past year. —owever, complacency is flangerousz Once attackers

have establishefl a footholfl on your network, it is as likely as not that your flata will be

exゴltratefl, whether to be solfl back to you or to the highest biflfler. 7usiness leaflers are aflvisefl

to take these possible outcomes into consifleration as they plan how to allocate their continuefl

efforts to secure their networks in A?AB anfl beyonfl.

Appendix: Demographics and methodology

As we put together this report, we chose to narrow our focus to @DA cases that coulfl be

meaningfully parsefl for useful information on the state of the aflversary lanflscape as of the

enfl of A?AA. Protecting the conゴflential relationship between Sophos anfl our customers is of

course our ゴrst priority, anfl the flata you see here has been vettefl at multiple stages fluring this

process to ensure that no single customer is iflentiゴable through this flata ^ anfl that no single

customer’s flata skews the aggregate inappropriately. When in floubt about a speciゴc case, we

excluflefl that customer’s flata from the flataset.

Nations

Figure @Cz Sophos’ inciflent-response travels

https://news.sophos.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/figure-14-1.png


The full list of nations representefl in this report is as followsz

Industries

The full list of influstries representefl in this report is as followsz
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The flata in this report was capturefl over the course of infliviflual investigations unflertaken by

Sophos’ X-Ops )nciflent Response team. For this initial report of A?AB, we gatherefl case

information on all investigations unflertaken by the team in A?AA anfl normalizefl it across BF

ゴelfls, examining each case to ensure that the flata available was appropriate in fletail anfl

scope for aggregate reporting as fleゴnefl by the focus of the proposefl report.

When flata was unclear or unavailable, the author workefl with infliviflual )R case leafls to clear

up questions or confusion. )nciflents that coulfl not be clariゴefl sufゴciently for the purpose of

the report, or about which we concluflefl that inclusion riskefl exposure or other potential harm

to the Sophos-client relationship, were set asifle. We then examinefl each remaining case’s

timeline to gain further clarity on such matters as initial ingress, flwell time, exゴltration, anfl so

forth. We retainefl @DA cases, anfl those are the founflation of the report.
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